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Welcome to the Akademicheskaya hotel!
Reservation service, Avito gladly advises its clients in the Akademicheskaya hotel located in the
center of Moscow. Its success with guests many due to the combination of proximity to downtown and
comfortable environment. The hotel is located in the beginning of Leninsky Avenue at the intersection
of the Garden ring and the Kaluga area. Close metro station Oktyabrskaya in nearby Central House of
artists in business centre Moscow-city Park of Culture and Recreation, Tretyakov gallery and
exhibition centre on Krymsky Val. The hotel has great attention to keeping license plate Fund in the
state corresponding to its status. To date, all 320 rooms at this 15-storey hotel was renovated to meet
international standards. They include sound-absorbing packages to the noise of the streets did not
prevent guests from most of the rooms are equipped with air conditioning and wireless Internet. In
the rooms of the hotel there are rooms of standard class single and double Junior Suite Suite business
room and apartments. All rooms have comfortable furniture, TV phone fridge in the Junior Suite rooms
and above two rooms, one of them a bedroom, another living room with an equipped work space in
the apartment - three rooms bedroom living room and oﬃce. The hotel has a restaurant with 150
seats serving European cuisine, a bar and a snack bar. For meetings with business partners or
conferences the hotel oﬀers two conference halls named after the great Russian scientists Lomonosov
area is 1025 sq m and Vernadsky, 395 sq. m. and the meeting room is located on the 13th ﬂoor of the
building. For guests are available the following additional services: booking tickets for train or plane,
the taxi Parking and currency exchange. Valuables can be stored in a specially equipped box. Free
wireless Internet 24 hours a day. The hotel has a sauna. To reserve a room by phone+7 499
653-51-06 c 8.00 to 22.00 +7 499 653-51-06119049 Moscow, ul Donskaya d. 1Метро
Октябрьскаяinfoaviotto.ru To reserve a room by phone+7 499 653-51-06служба bronirovaniya to
buddys 8.00 to 22.00 Akademicheskaya hotel Moscow - an advertising and information website for
customers booking service
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